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T he National Association of Cost Accounta nts
does not stand sponsor for views expressed by
the writers of articles issued as Publica tions.
T he object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to pla ce before the members idea s
which it is hoped may prove interesting and
suggestive. The a rticles will cover a wide range
of subjects and present many different viewpoints. It is not intended tha t they sha ll reflect
the particular ideas of any individu al or group.
Constructive comments on any of the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. T he
price to members is twenty -five cents per copy
and to non - members seventy -five cents per copy.

ED IT O RIAL D E P AR T ME N T N O T E
Ou r publication this time deals with the problem of
material control in two radically different industries —
the automotive and the pharmaceutical ma nu fa cturing
industry. The accou nting procedures a nd the u nderlying
paper work necessary thereto forcibly illustrate the way
in which a ccou nting methods a re ma de to serve the pa rticular requ irements in each business. No accounting
system is a good system unless it serve the needs of
management.
Mr. L. A. Ba ron, the a u thor of the first pa per, entered
the business world throu gh the shops of the New York
Central Ra ilroa d at Elkha rt, India na . About 1914 he became connected with the Search Light Gas Company of
Chicago in the Accou nting Depa rtment. H e entered the
World W a r in 1917 and saw service in Fra nce Fo r
several years following the W a r he was engaged in
sales work. He resumed his a ccou nting work , and in 1922
was engaged with O. A. Willia ms Manufa cturing Company, Indianapolis. In 1923 -2 4 he became Auditor of the
Twyma n Re- Ma nufacturing Motors Company, Indianapolis, and then became associated with the Stutz Motor
Ca r Compa ny of America in 1925, in the Ma nufa ctu ring
Cost Department, and in June, 1927, was made Comptroller. Mr. Baron is also Assistant Secreta ry of Weyma n America n Body Co., ha ving the su pervision of their
accounting.
Mr. Fred Davis, the author of the second paper, has
been connected with Eli Lilly & Company, Pha rma ceu tical Chemists, for a bou t twenty -five years, pra ctica lly a ll
of which ha ve been in the a c cou nting depa rtment. He ha s
gained a knowledge of all phases of the accounting pecu lia r to this line of bu siness a nd his experience in recent
yea rs has been in connection with the records covering
the many thousands of chemicals used by this company
in ma nu fa ctu re. Ma ny of these chemi ca ls a re ext remely
va lu a ble, a nd while some of the ra w ma teria ls a re bu lk y,
the grea ter pa rt involve a ccu ra te mea su rement of quantities used. T he method of control of these materials by
Mr. Da vis has proved to be very effective.
Both of these pa pers were presented before a meeting
of the Indianapolis Chapter N. A. C. A.
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MA T E R I A L C O N T R O L
STUTZ MOT OR C AR CO . OF AME RICA

A preface to my paper, I would like to have it understood
ASthat
this is the Stutz Motor Car Co.'s method of material con-

will

trol, but we make no claim for originality of the methods we use.
From all information that I am able to gather, I find that the basic
principle back of our methods is used by most all other auto manufacturers, that is, maintenance of a minimum inventory so as to
secure maximum turnover. This is done by timing delivery on
purchases so that stocks
be received to meet current production schedules which are based on frequent sales forecasts.
All auto manufacturers have Engineering Departments which
specify what materials to use; they all have Service Departments
whose function it is to service the cars sold; and they all have,
manufacturing supplies which are consumed in the operation of
their plants. So they all carry three inventories, namely, Productive Materials, Service Stores, And Manufacturing Supplies.
Some of the larger firms split their inventory accounts into raw
materials and parts, but I doubt if any of them carry their inventory accounts as work in process, semi - finished, and finished parts,
which are common to so many other lines of manufacture.
The individual problems of each plant necessarily require individual methods and innovations to get results. Before going into
the details of the particular methods which we use I wish to state
some of our individual problems which I think will help you to
appreciate some of our material control problems.
Our plant covers a full city block. Our main buildings consist
of six units. Five of these units are four stories each. These
five buildings are of uniform size, about 76 feet by 2 0 0 feet. The
sixth unit is of one floor 184 feet by 2 0 0 feet. The five four -floor
buildings are connected by runways above the first floor. Beside
these six buildings there are two smaller frame structures. We
have no direct railroad connecting with the plant. All material is
trucked in and the finished product driven out.
On account of the peculiarities of our building construction the
have very few parts or assemblies which are started and finished
on one floor or in one building. Some of our parts are worked on
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in five buildings and on four floor levels before they become a finished product. This naturally requires a great amount of material
movement within the plant. Wherever possible this movement is
progressive and downward. In some cases it may be likened to the
rolling of a snow ball down hill. It gathers size as it goes down.
This is literally true as it pertains to the state of completion of
bodies.
As we are concerned mostly with productive material problems,
and as this item represents the greatest percentage of our costs,
I will try to cover the details of this problem only.
About 55ro of the parts which go into our direct material costs
are fashioned from the raw materials in our own plant, the other
95%o comes to us as rough, semi - finished or finished parts. Regardless of the state in which this material is received it is considered as "Productive Material' from an accounting standpoint
and no distinction is made on our books.
In the larger plants having their own foundries and forge shops
and in plants where they make their own automatic screw machine parts the direct productive materials are usually split into
raw stock and productive parts accounts. As we have no foundry
or forge shop and make very few parts from raw stock we use the
one designation "Productive Materials." For accounting purposes
this designation is used for all direct material costs up to and including cost of sales. On all purchased parts no distinction is
made between material and labor. What would be the finished
products of one of our vendors is Productive Material for us.
Control of productive materials for all auto manufacturers
starts in the engineering department. Our methods of control and
the methods of other auto manufacturers agree up to this point.
Engineering Department, Purchasing Department, Inspection Department, and Stores Department all play an important part in our
scheme of material control.
In the Engineering Department every piece of material which
enters into the construction of our product is designed or specified. The individual pieces are called parts and are given both
name and number. Each part differing from others has a number
and name differentiating it from all other parts.
Our procedure in the Engineering Department is usually as follows: A part is first designed and a blue print made. This print
688
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gives all specifications necessary for the Purchasing Department
to use in placing an order for the part or the material to make it.
A copy of the print and an "Experimental Material Release"
notice are sent to all departments concerned. This material release notice specifies whether the part is to be made in our plant or
purchased. The part number and name are shown, also the kind
of material, quantity to order, where it is to be used on the car,
and the quantity used per car. If the design and specifications
prove satisfactory in experimental work the part is approved by
the Chief Engineer and same is released for production on a form
designated as "Engineering Release." It is written into the "Bill
of Material" and becomes a part of our product thereafter.
As our engineers are constantly striving to better our product
it sometimes becomes necessary to make changes in design of current production parts. Such changes are covered by an "Engineering Change" notice and such changes are written into the "Bill of
Material."
Summed up, the functions of the Engineering Department, as
they pertain to material control, are to design and specify the
grade and quantity of material to use, issue proper notices of releases and changes, and to keep the Bill of Material up -to -date at
all times.
The "Bill of Material" is an important document in building an
automobile. It lists each and every part number, where a part is
to be used on the car and the quantity of each part to use. Buyers,
foremen, inspectors, stock chasers, and cost accountants find the
bill of material a constant help in their work. From the parts
listed in the Bill of Material the Cost Department builds up their
cost and the production department builds up the product.
Next in line come the functions of the Purchasing Department.
In our plant the management holds this department responsible
for the purchase and delivery of materials to meet production
schedules. The Purchasing Department must specify delivery
dates on purchase orders which will allow the material to reach
us on time. When shipments are in the hands of the carriers it is
up to the Traffic Department to get actual delivery into the plant.
About this time of the year the management and sales department
get together and forecast a sales volume for the next year. When
this information is released the purchasing department can solicit
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bids and place contracts for our possible requirements for the next
twelve months. Most all purchases are first covered by a'contract.
That is, when a vendor's bid has been found to be satisfactory we
usually make a contract wherein the vendor agrees to furnish us
such and so materials to comply with certain specifications at such
and such a price and terms. These contracts usually fail to designate any certain specific quantity, but are so worded as to cover
our possible production requirements plus spoilage and service
needs. About 997o of these contracts can be cancelled. Now and
then some vendor requires definite specified quantities as a price
guarantee or to cover special tool and die costs, such contracts
constitute the i % that cannot be cancelled.
When the material contracts have been place, then the actual
buying or ordering commences. Engineering specifications are
adhered to in all cases and no changes are made without first getting permission of the Engineering Department. Sometimes these
specifications call for items of a particular brand or design, such
as A.C. spark plugs, Timken axles, Delco ignition, etc. Such
specifications naturally eliminate the possibility of competitive bids
and hold the purchase to one vendor only.
All materials are ordered from the vendors on a special purchase
order for production materials only. This purchase order is made
up from a purchase requisition which specifies shipping date, complete description of the part, packing instructions, price, terms, etc.,
such as are used by the average firm. The purchasing department
uses another special form purchase order for service stores purchases, and a third purchase form order for factory supplies and
expense items.
Before the purchase order is released to the vendor a study of
the processing time must be made on each part. Process time for
the Purchasing Department means the vendors time, plus transportation time, plus our time. Better than gofo of the parts which
we use are made to our design. The other to are standard hardware, such as wood screws, certain nuts and bolts, or lacquers,
trimming, material, etc. The Purchasing Department's process
time for parts in production will vary from forty -eight hours on
local pick -up items to ninety days on such items as bodies and
crankshafts. When our Purchasing Department enters into a
contract with a vendor for the purchase of a part, it is necessary
690
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to get the vendor's process time and shipping time. When the
Engineering Department releases a part for production our Material Supervisor advises the Purchasing Department as to the factory process time. Our longest time is on bodies and crankshafts.
When production is on schedule these parts on cars coming off of
the line today should have been received not less than twenty days
previous. For cars which are to come off our line ninety days
hence, the Purchasing Department must make releases to the vendors today for these items.
The parts which make up our production come from about 2 5 0
different vendors and reach us in more than i,000 units. From
some vendors we purchase but a single part and from others several parts and from others large assemblies, which are made up
of from fifty to two hundred fifty individual parts. Such last
designated items would be assembled frames from Milwaukee,
axles and transmission from Detroit, and bodies from Indianapolis.
The parts which make up our braking system come from fifteen
different vendors.
As our contracts with vendors are made to cover yearly requirements based on sales forecasts, made many months in advance, the
actual purchase order is released to the vendor to meet our production schedules which are in reality revised sales forecasts made
every three months or more often if necessary. On the purchase
order the definite shipping instructions given are based on processing time to meet these production schedules.
The problem of inventory turnover, balanced inventory, discounts, etc., are ever before the purchasing agent and are items
which must be considered when making purchases for production.
If a vendor offers discount terms of strictly io days, we usually
order shipments to cover io to 1 2 days production requirements.
On bodies, which are bulky items, we would like to have shipments
reach us to meet our daily schedule. Such a procedure is not
always possible.
Our purchase orders are made up in five copies distributed as
follows: one copy to vendor, two copies to purchasing department,
one copy to cost department, and one copy to the receiving department. This last copy does not show the price. One of the copies
retained in the Purchasing Department is used as an alphabetical
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file and the other is used to record date of shipment and receipt of
material.
On receipt of materials in our plant the control of same is up
to the Material Supervisor. The Purchasing Agent is responsible
to the General Manager and the Material Supervisor is responsible to the Production Manager. The Purchasing Department is
responsible for the buying of materials to comply with Engineering
specifications, to buy as cheaply as good business permits and to
get the material to the plant to meet production schedules which
usually means to get it into our plant as soon as possible.
The Material Supervisor has charge of all productive material
and factory supplies within the plant. Receiving room, interior
trucking, stock chasers, material records, etc., come under his
supervision.
About 9o7o' of the items which are received pass directly
through the receiving room where they are unpacked and counted.
The other io% are bulky items such as cushion springs, fenders,
bodies, frames, etc., which are delivered to the first station in the
line of production. The receiving department makes out a receiving report for each and every lot of material received. Six
copies of this report are made. Copies i and 2 go to the Purchasing Department; No. i is attached to the vendors invoice and forwarded to the Accounting Department; No. 2 is used by the Purchasing Department to complete their record of the purchase
order; No. 3 is retained in the Receiving Department; No. 4 goes
to the material supervisor to complete the material record; Nos.
5 and 6 are sent with the material to the receiving inspection room;
No. 5 is retained by the inspection department; and No. 6 is sent
to the point where it is used on the line. The Department stock
man uses this copy for his information.
All materials are inspected as received, either in the receiving
inspection room or on the assembly floors as delivered. While
materials are in the process of inspection they are temporarily out
of the jurisdiction of the Material Supervisor and are under the
watchful eye of the Chief Inspector. The Chief Inspector is responsible to the President of our company and it is up to him, the
Chief Inspector, to see that all parts which enter into the making
of our product come up to engineering specifications. His word
is final in this respect. On some of our parts the limits are very
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close. We have one or two cases where we hold limits to as low
as one ten - thousandth of an inch. On others the tolerance is more
or less according to the degree of accuracy required. Some of the
parts receive ioo ' inspection, other parts are given a casual look
over or as low as what we call io7o' inspection.
Any part which fails to pass receiving inspection is rejected and
the rejected material is covered by a "Defective Material Receiving Inspection" report, which is made in triplicate. This report
gives a complete description of the material, receiving report number, vendor's name, purchase order number, and states why it
failed to pass inspection. Where the vendor has failed to comply
with our specifications the report is stamped "Return to vendor
for replacement." We use a similar report to cover all vendor
defects which are later found in production. These reports differ
only in so much that the latter states in what department the material was found and also as to how far it had progressed along the
line of completion. It is also made in triplicate. One copy of
these reports is sent to the Material Supervisor for posting to the
material records. One copy to the Purchasing Department and
one copy retained in the Inspection Department. The copy of this
report in the Purchasing Department is used as a requisition and
for shipping. A shipping order is made to cover the return to
the vendor and the vendor is charged for the material on debit
memorandum and Production Material Inventory account credited.
At the same time the purchasing department makes out a purchase
order to cover replacement of this defective material, thus keeping
the stock even.
As soon as a part has been passed by the Receiving Inspection
Department it again comes under the jurisdiction of the material
supervisor. There is no formal transfer at this point. We use
a system of location as a means of designating that a lot of material has passed inspection. It is now up to the stores department
to deliver the material to the point of contact on the assembly line.
There are over two hundred stations on the line to which materials
are delivered.
We do not have store rooms that come under the general term
for such. We do have three or four rooms, or cribs, in which we
store such perishable items as trim materials, special fittings,
paints, etc. Only such items as are particularly subject to pilfer -
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age are kept under lock and key. Such items as clocks, speedometer heads, trouble lamps, cigar lighters, etc., come under this
heading.
For the storage of the items which go on our instrument boards
a special combination storage and assembly room is used. The instruments leave this room assembled to the board, which is immediately fitted into the body of the car. In this way we are able
to hold down the pilferage of such items to a minimum.
As the majority of our parts are not interchangeable with the
parts of other makes of cars, we have very little trouble from pilferage. This particular phase of material control is so common
to all car manufacturers in general that it was long ago found much
cheaper to put the great bulk of all materials out in the open, accessible to the point of assembly —this, in preference to storerooms and requisitions or kit list to cover withdrawals.
Accounting for the control of damaged, broken and scrapped
parts makes up an interesting problem. We try to keep such
items cleaned up each day. All such items are passed on by the
floor inspector and sent to the salvage department daily. If th e
part can be repaired in our plant the salvage department, or some
other capable department, makes the repair, and charges the labor
to the department responsible for the damage. If the part cannot
be repaired it is covered by a "Defective Material in Process" report. This report is made in triplicate and copies forwarded to
purchasing department, cost department, and Material Supervisor.
The report gives a complete description of the part and the extent
of defect or damage, as well as department responsible. The face
of the report is stamped with suitable wording to cover each particular case, such as "Consigned to scrap bin" for parts which are
a complete loss; or "Return for repairs at our expense," for parts
which can be repaired outside of our plant or by the vendor; or
"Delivered to obsolete stores" for parts which are discontinued
when engineering changes are made. The Purchasing Department
uses its copy of this report to make the necessary repair purchase
order or to cover replacement and even up the stock. The Material Supervisor uses his copy to complete material stock records
and the cost department uses its copy to charge the department responsible with the value of the loss and credit productive material
inventory.
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While all materials in process come under the jurisdiction of the
Material Supervisor the inspection department covers all departments and has authority to reject any piece found unsuited for our
product. When the inspection department finds a piece in process
which does not meet with our specifications the part is tagged with
defective material tag and sent to the salvage department. A careful examination is made to determine the extent of the defect and
the responsibility for same. This department makes out the necessary"defective material reports to cover.
As a further means of material control some one person in each
department is designated to watch the stock. This may be a member of the stock department or an assistant foreman of the department. On each and every part a minimum quantity is set to comply with current production schedule. When the supply reaches
this minimum the responsible party makes a report to the material
Supervisor. These departmental reports are compiled each morning into a dangerous shortage report. This list is checked with
unfilled purchase orders and the necessary steps are taken to expedite deliveries, or the necessary orders to cover the shortage are
made.
When the Material Supervisor checks his records for "dangerous shortage" reports he ascertains the reason for the shortage. If
the shortage cannot be reconciled with the stock records he makes
out an "Unaccountable Loss" report in duplicate. He corrects his
records to comply with the actual count. The report shows the
quantity lost and the department responsible for the loss. One
copy goes to the purchasing department for a shortage purchase
order and one copy to the cost department for charges against the
responsible department and credit to the inventory.
Our sales order department and our material supervisor both
keep an inventory of what they call "Cars in process and finished
cars." We t r y t o build the cars to pre- determined production
schedule but in reality our production schedule is usually governed
by the bodies received at our plant. The receipt of bodies plays
an important part in the inventory of cars in process which is kept
up by the sales order department and Material Supervisor.
This so- called inventory of finished cars or cars in process is
kept up -to -date in the following manner. When a sale order is
received the order department checks over this inventory to ascer695
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tain what they have in process or on hand suitable for shipping
on the order. If nothing is available a sales shipping order is made
out and a copy sent to the Material Supervisor. As soon as a suitable body is received in the plant this order is released for production. When bodies are received on which we have no shipping
order, the Material Supervisor notifies the sales order department
and they issue a stock order to cover. Both of the departments
keep a record of bodies received and in process under body type
designation. This record gives a complete description as to paint
and trim specifications. These specifications are optional with the
other department and are specified when the order is written. The
record shows dates the body passed through paint and trim department, when it was mounted on a chassis, and when car assembly
was completed, when it passed final test and also the date of shipment and shipping order number. This record is kept up daily.
From the information on this record it is possible to tell when any
sales order can be filled.
This is the only inventory of finished product which we carry.
For accounting and costing purposes, all cars are actually in
process until they leave our plant for delivery to the customer.
Any car having passed final inspection requires approximately
twenty-four hours to get ready for shipment.
Control and purchase of materials for service stores and factory
supplies are much the same with us as such items would be handled
by any manufacturer. The purchase order and receiving reports
are handled in the same manner as for productive materials. Both
of these accounts are handled through storerooms and storekeepers. In both cases we try to keep stock down to a minimum, consistent with good management and inventory turnover.
Service stores is charged with the value of all purchases for this
account and credited with the cost of service parts sales. Supply
stores is charged with the value of supply purchases and credited
through the medium of all requisitions covering withdrawals.
It is always necessary for service stores to draw on production
for current productive items. Such withdrawals from production
are covered by requisitions. Productive material stores is credited
and service stores debited. The Material Supervisor keeps his material records up -to -date from these requisitions before they are
passed to the Cost Department for costing and transfer of charges.
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The Material Supervisor makes up his material records from
the different reports which I have enumerated; namely, receiving
reports, covering receipts, defective material reports for vendor,
defects and department spoilage, unaccountable loss report for
other losses and pilferage, requisitions for withdrawals to service.
To ascertain the quantity of any given part he should have on
hand at any time he makes a calculation as follows: quantity at
last physical inventory, plus receipts, minus returns to give net
total debit; scrap plus service withdrawals, plus requirements on
cars produced will give total credit. Net debit minus total credit
should be the quantity on hand.
Every shipment entering the plant is covered by a receiving report and a copy of this report is matched with vendors' invoices
to cover and forwarded to the accounting department. This
matching of receiving reports and vendors' invoice is done by the
purchasing department after they have checked invoices for price,
terms and quantity. Each and every purchase order shows to what
account the purchase is to be charged. This same information is
shown on the receiving report. This information is written into
the receiving report in the receiving department and is taken from
the receiving department copy of the purchase order. When the
accounting department receives the invoices with receiving report
to cover we make an analysis of the purchases on tabulating cards.
The tabulated detail of this analysis gives us the contra account
for the accounts payable journal.
The analysis of the productive materials is made in detail and
shows part number, quantity, price each and total amount. This
information is tabulated and posted to our material cost records.
This cost record is made up in the form of a ledger with a sheet
for each part shown in the Bill of Material. The record carries
all the information shown in the Bill of Material for each part.
This information shows the usage per type of car and where used
on the car. These parts will vary in price from .000i each for
many small items to as high as $i,Soo.00 each for custom built
bodies.
Each month the cost department analyzes our car sales into the
different cost groups. From the material specifications as given
in the Bill of Material and shown on the material cost record, we
build up a cost for each group. The sum of the quantities of the
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groups shipped times the cost of each group gives the material cost
of car sales for the month. Cost of car sales is debited and Productive Material Inventory credited.
The methods as outlined here have given us very satisfactory
results. Our physical inventories as compared with book inventories have shown a shrinkage of less than / of I % of total purchases for the past two years.
We have a lot of rough spots to iron out yet. Usually there
are too many items on the dangerous shortage report each morning,
but we have hopes of bringing our methods of material control to
a very high degree of perfection.

STORES ACCOUNTING
ELI LILLY & COMPANY, IN DIAN AP OLIS

stores accounts, purchases and handling of
INrawDISCUSSING
materials in our business, we carry out in very minute detail the perpetual inventory idea. Raw materials arrive at the
Receiving Room where they are checked in with a copy of the
Purchase Order, weight or count verified, and samples taken. The
Inspection Department then begins a rigid examination of the
item to see whether it is standard as to physical properties, color,
density, etc., and if it is chemically pure and of proper strength.
It is frequently necessary to inject given quantities into animals
such as rabbits, guinea pigs, white mice, etc., to see if it produces
a given result over a certain number of days; then again it may
require chemical assay, or both. Each item o.k.'d is entered in the
Receiving Department records under a serial register number and
each package or container of a given lot bears this number. This
number is an important means of identification as will be shown
later.
After passing inspection O.K. the goods move to the Stores
accompanied by the copy of the purchase order and the Stores
Foreman signs this copy when he checks it into the stock. The
o.k.'d copy of the Purchase Order passes back to the Purchasing
Department where it is attached to the invoice for goods. The
quantity o.k.'d is checked against the quantity billed and if they
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agree, the invoice is passed to the accounting department for payment. The Purchasing Department makes out at this time a card
for Stores Records giving name of item, quantity, and price per
unit, namely pound, ounce, or grain. This price includes freight
charges. The card is then placed in a folder in Chemical Stores
Records for this item and we will speak of this folder hereafter as
the Master Card. On this Master Card is noted much of the information ordinarily carried in the Purchasing Department but
since the requisition for purchases originates with the clerk handling the Stores Records it is essential that this card carry all information as to stock on hand, amount coming, Stock and Rush
Limit, amount used last year and this year to date, together with
length of time required for shipment to reach us from the regular
vendor. Let me digress here long enough to say that we purchase
about 5090' of our drugs in foreign countries and last year we
paid to the Collector of the Port of Indianapolis $35,000 on 149
shipments received here.
With Chemicals it is different, we import only a very few. Our
main sources of supply are St. Louis, Philadelphia, New York,
and various midwestern points, in fact only a few hours or days
away from us. Drugs being vegetable or plant growth, we purchase or contract for our year's supply at the time the crop is harvested. As nearly as possible we get in our year's supply out of
the new crop immediately after being harvested.
To come back to the Master Card again. The Master Card
folder shows on it all entries of goods received, in transit, and
withdrawals from stock. It is customary for us to have on hand
at one time anywhere from two to ten different lots of the same
chemical, and the Master Card folder will have in it a white lot
card for each lot in stock.
Withdrawals from stock are made by Stock Requisition which
is a part of the Working Ticket, being blue printed from original
negative so that no errors in formula can creep in. It is absolutely
essential in supplying goods from Chemical Stores for a lot or
batch of Pills or Tablets that the correct ingredients are supplied
and exactly the right quantity. This requires specially trained
men in dispensing the materials from this stock.
It should be noted that all instructions, quantities, tags, labels
and schedule of work to be performed are blue printed in one con -
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tinuous blue print. Each batch made is manufactured under a lot
number and every document pertaining to this ticket has this number stamped on it, the work being scheduled by the Planning Department as it progresses from one Department to another. When
this ticket is scheduled for manufacture it is passed over the
Chemical Stores Records and the quantities called for on the requisition are deducted from the Master Card but not from the lot card.
This is done so that these quantities are available for use and so
that when this or other deductions bring the total balance on hand
down to the limit, more will be ordered.
Sometimes something comes up in the manufacture of an item
that causes the ticket to be held up a few days, a week or longer,
and this Master Card deduction safeguards the ticket so that the
material needed is available when the factory is ready to proceed.
We will assume that the Planning Office is ready to start work on
the ticket. The working ticket with the tray tabs and schedule
sheet is sent to the Department that is to perform the first operation. At the same time the Stock Requisition moves to Chemical
Stores.
The men in Chemical Stores now proceed to fill the requisition.
One man weighs up the material placing the Receiving Department
register number on the Stock Requisition, showing what container
he took the goods out of, and pasting the larger of the tabs shown
on the bottom of the requisition on the sack or bottle containing
the material weighed out. There is an envelope attached to the
container from whence the goods are withdrawn and into this is
put the companion tab showing the lot number of goods being
manufactured and quantity withdrawn. In this way the tabs in
the envelope attached to the containers of purchased raw material
in Chemical Stores represent total withdrawals from that container and when contents are exhausted the envelope with all the
tabs is sent to the Stores Record clerk for verification with entries
on lot card.
When the goods are laid out, a checker takes the packages and
the requisition and verifies the weight and the name on the container from which the goods were withdrawn. The materials are
then put on the conveyor and the dispatcher in charge throws the
switches out through the plant so that the goods travel direct to
the department, without further handling.
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When the goods are dispatched to the department the Stock
Requisition is sent to the Stores Record clerk who takes the
Master Card folder calling for, say, Resin Scammony, from his
file and from that folder selects the white card bearing the lot
number put on the Requisition by the weigher in Chemical Stores.
He now enters the amount withdrawn as indicated by the Requisition, showing date, batch number, and balance on hand, pricing the
requisition at price on white card and continuing this operation
until all items are entered and priced.
With all these safeguards, once in a great while a lot number
will appear on a requisition for which we find no white card in the
Master folder. We immediately stop the process and investigate
whether the wrong material was supplied or whether the lot number was put down wrong. You can readily see what would happen
if the wrong ingredient was supplied in any of our products. The
danger to human life must be safeguarded against.
The Stock Requisition is then passed to the Cost Department
where it is extended and footed, the amount being posted to the
Cost Sheet set up in our Work in Process binders. We carry an
individual lot or batch cost for each ticket manufactured. These
requisitions are totaled at the end of the month and journalized
as a debit to Process and credit to Chemical Stores.
We have set up as a separate department the group of men who
handle the materials and fill the requisitions of Chemical Stores
and this expense is prorated direct to the production departments
served, on the basis of services rendered. It frequently happens
that containers in Chemical Stores from which numerous withdrawals have been made will not check out exactly with the quantity purchased as shown by the white card. This is due to slight
inaccuracies of weight, a loss by evaporation of the moisture content, or, if a gain, by the material absorbing moisture after the
package is opened. When the container envelope is sent in to be
checked against the white card the entries on the card are checked
against the tabs in the envelope and the clerical accuracy of the
deductions verified.
This is necessary when you consider that a large proportion of
these deductions are in terms such as 3 lb. 8 oz., 2 3 1 gr., or if
liquid measure, 6 pints, 4 floz., 2 drams, 2 0 mins which must be
deducted from an original amount of say, 50 lb. or 45 gal. As you
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no doubt know, the dram is / of an oz., and the min. is the equivalent of one drop. In case the difference is small, a stock correction blank is made out on which is entered the amount short or
over and this is charged or credited to the department operating
the stores. In this way these small losses are distributed to the
productive departments and merged in their hourly rate, which
in turn places it against the cost of tickets manufactured by the
charge of hours reported against each batch.
This rather detailed exhibit covers the operations of the largest
one of our 2 8 stores accounts; involving the weighing up and delivering of approximately 80,000 packages in a year's time. The
degree of accuracy with which this system works for us is attested
by the yearly inventory recently taken on October 3i , which
showed the inventory taken from the cards to be $i,000.68 under
the ledger balance or a discrepancy of a trifle less than Y of info.
This desire for accuracy in accounting is not the main reason, however, for wanting to make the system fool proof. The nature of
our business is such that we cannot take the slightest chance of a
product going out that is not pharmaceutically correct. Mistakes
must not happen. It was the sad experience of some of our competitors who did not safeguard their manufacture and who accidentally put some ingredients into a product that caused serious
illness and some deaths, to pay out hundred's of thousands of
dollars to rectify their error.
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